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1. BACKGROUND.

K2014159395(South Africa) (Pty) Ltd intend to develop consolidated erf 
148055, being 54 Tenant Road Wynberg with a block of flats.

Erf 148055 represents a 1990 Consolidation of 3 erven, (erf 66266, 
66267 and 66268 Kenilworth),  which was formally registered in 2012.

The provisions of Section 38(1)(c)(iii) of the National Heritage 
Resources Act is applicable in this instance as the proposed 
development is considered a change to the character of a site involving 
3 or more erven or subdivisions thereof which have been consolidated 
within the last 5 years.

A Formal Notification of Intent to Develop was submitted to Heritage 
Western Cape consistent with the provisions of Section 38(I)(C)(III) of 
the NHR Act in December 2015.

Consistent with the provisions of Section 38(2)(a) of the Act, Heritage 
Western Cape Responded by informing that as there were reasons to 
believe that heritage resources would be affected by the proposed 
development that a Heritage Impact Assessment should be conducted.

This decision, dated 18th December and tabled opposite also  informed 
that the HIA needs have specific reference to the Visual Impacts of the 
proposed development as well as impacts to the built environment 
including a detailed site development plan. It is assumed that these 
Impacts referred to are the impacts on heritage resources .

The NID further informed that the comments of relevant registered 
conservation bodies and the relevant Municipality must be requested 
and included in the HIA.
In this instance the relevant Municipality is the City of Cape Towns 
South Peninsula Branch and registered conservation body, as per 
information provided by the case officer, is the Wynberg Residents and 
Ratepayers Association. 3



2.  PROPERTY DETAILS.

Erf 148055, being 54 Tenant Road Wynberg represents the 2012 
consolidation of Remainder Erven 66266, 66267 and 66268 Kenilworth.
The property consolidated on 11/01/1991 was only formally 
consolidated on 7th February 2012.

The property is held in Deed of Title Number T 5090/2012 and is 
owned by an entity known as Scarlett Trading (Pty) Ltd.

The size of the property is some 4038m² in extent and is zoned as 
General Residential R4.

The property is currently used as Guest House accommodation and is 
developed with a main dwelling, known as Palm House and  4 
outbuildings.

3. LOCATION.

The property is located in a block which lies between Tenant and 
Oxford Roads, some 120m north west of the junction between Tenant 
and Aliwal Roads.

It is situated directly across from Wynberg Boys Junior School.

It is located within an area which was proposed a Conservation area by 
City of Cape Town Consultants in 2002. This proposed area, loosely 
incorporating much of the wider Wynberg/Kenilworth area has not , 
some 14 years later, been formally recognized or has been carried 
through by the City.

4. PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT.

It is proposed to develop the site with a block of flats.
The development of this block will entail the demolition of the four 
“outbuildings” located on the property with the Main Dwelling being 
retained.

The person responsible for the development is an entity known as 
K2014159395(South Africa) (Pty) Ltd.
The architectural Firm responsible for the drawings represented in this 
report are BBB Architects.

Chris Snelling, a heritage Practioner recognized by HWC as having the 
relevant qualifications, experience and professional standing in 
heritage resource management, was been commissioned by 
K2014159395(South Africa) (Pty) Ltd to prepare the requisite Heritage 
Impact Assessment.

EmmyLou Rabe of Hearth heritage prepared the historic background 
report.

5  . DECLARATION:

The views expressed in this report are the objective, independent view 
and assessments of Chris Snelling. 
Chris Snelling has no business, personal, financial or other interest in 
the proposed development apart from remuneration for the work 
submitted.
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LOCATION.
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6. OUTLINE AND SUMMARY OF THE HIA.

The format of this HIA will be as follows: 

It will firstly table the historic background report  prepared at request of 
the author by Emmylou Rabe of Hearth Heritage.
The historic report, primarily requested in order to ascertain a more 
detailed history in regard to the structure known as Palm House which is 
located on the property, (previously erf 66268), provides a relatively 
detailed history of the development of the surrounding area as well as 
ownership and transfer details.
Noting that there evidence of a structure located on the site which dates 
back to the 1800’s, (subsequently demolished), it also provides evidence 
that both property and indeed wider area has significance in respect of 
being owned and developed by significant entities in the history of the 
Wynberg/Kenilworth area.

It is unfortunate however in spite of a comprehensive search in various 
repositories by Hearth Heritage, that other than the detailed assessment of 
history of site and area, it has not been possible to obtain relevant plans for 
the building itself: Other than a set of plans dating 2009 showing 
construction of new and alterations to the outbuildings on the consolidated 
property, as well as relatively minor alterations and additions to the Main 
building which were obtained by Chris Snelling other plans on record dating 
to the 1930’s, 40’s and 50’s were not available for inspection.

Nevertheless: the historic background report as well as information 
available does provide indication that the Main dwelling is certainly of 
historic significance pertaining the C1920’s period of the 
Wynberg/Kenilworth areas development. 

Following the historic background provided the report will examine and 
assess the wider context within which the property is located, particularly 
in light of the area having been identified as having potential or being 
proposed in 2002 as a Conservation area.. It will primarily note that whilst 
there is evidence of notable structures and sites that are dotted within the 
wider environs which are certainly worthy of protection, it is difficult to 
consider there being...

… sufficient individual heritage resources, consistency of a representative or 
intact streetscape and historic fabric as well as ongoing development for the 
wider and specific context to be considered as having sufficient merit for 
formal protection.

Indeed this was noted in the original C1994 Todeschini/Japha survey of the 
area, which whilst recognizing a number of smaller pockets in the wider 
vicinity, specifically excluded this and much of the wider area, and a partial 
quality to Tennant Road notwithstanding which is accepted, it is difficult not 
to concur with the findings of Todeschini/Japha.

The report will thereafter table and identify the heritage resources which are 
specific to the site itself and note that in reality it is only the Main Structure, 
(noted as Grade IIIA in the City of Cape Towns Audit, but as per the HWC  
approved Grading: Purpose and management Implications policy document 
dated March 2016 potentially a IIIB structure), and attendant trees that are 
really of merit: the overall landscaping of the site has altered considerably 
and, trees apart are not considered as being an authentic layer. 

Based on the identification and assessment of the heritage resources on the 
site and wider area the report will provide heritage resource indicators and 
recommendations to which the proposed development should respond.

Following this, three development options as supplied by the developer will 
be tabled and assessed:

The first, the developers preferred option and which was originally 
submitted to the City of Cape Town for Assessment is noted as having little 
recognition of any of the indicators and recommendations provided in this 
report. This option, whilst it does retain the structure known as Palm House, 
is rejected by the author as having far too great a negative impact on the 
identified heritage resources to be considered acceptable from a heritage 
point of view.

The Second Option tabled is considered as an improvement on the first in 
that it pays greater recognition to the site and Palm House itself in terms of 
the proposed built footprint, however the scale and nature of the proposed 
development is again considered as having far too great an impact on the…
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on the…/
Identified heritage resource for this option to be supported.

Option 3 as tabled is noted as being in general compliance with the heritage 
resource indicators and is the one that provides greatest respect to both the 
existing building and site as well as other structures of significance in the immediate 
environs. It has furthermore provided greater recognition to certain qualities of the 
site and in particular, by retaining existing tress or relocating them on site has 
significantly improved the visual axis and recognition of Palm House from Oxford 
Street which it currently does not enjoy.

As per the requirements of Section 38(3)(e) of the NHR Act, a draft of this 
document will be forwarded to the Heritage Body’s that have registered an  interest 
in the Wynberg Area area. Copy of the draft report will also be sent to the South 
Peninsula Municipalities Heritage Resources Section of the Environmental 
Management Branch.
The comment received will be attached to the report when available.

The report will conclude by noting that the proposed development has complied 
with all indicators and informants and will recommend that HWC endorse this 
report as having met the requirements of Section 38(3) of the NHR Act and in terms 
of Section 38(4)(a) give consent for the development to proceed with conditions as 
will be noted.

Chris Snelling.
Firsts Draft Report.
April 22nd 2016

ABOVE: TODESCHINI/JAPHA 1994 DATING DIAGRAM.
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SITE. SHOWING CONSOLIDATED ERF 148055.
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7. HISTORY OF THE SITE:

The historic background report which was conducted by Emmy Lou Rabe at the 
request of the author, has been conducted independently. Hearth Heritage has 
no material or other interest in the proposed development.

The report was primarily requested in order to ascertain a more detailed 
history in regard to the structure known as Palm House which is located on the 
property, (previously erf 66268), and provides a detailed history of the 
development of the surrounding area as well as ownership and transfer details. 

Noting that there evidence of a structure located on the site which dates back 
to the 1825, (subsequently demolished), the report also provides evidence that 
both property and indeed wider area has significance in respect of being owned 
and developed by significant entities in the history of the Wynberg/Kenilworth 
area.

It is unfortunate however in spite of a comprehensive search in various 
repositories by Hearth Heritage, that other than the detailed assessment of 
history of site and area, it has not been possible to obtain relevant plans for the 
building itself: 
Other than a set of plans dating 2009 by APR Architects showing construction 
of new and alterations to the outbuildings on the consolidated property, as well 
as relatively minor alterations and additions to the Main building which were 
obtained by Chris Snelling, Hearth Heritage has been able to ascertain that 
there are other plans on record dating to the 1930’s, 40’s and 50’s. None of 
these particular plans could be found in the time allocated. As such it is 
acknowledged that there is a gap in information that needs be filled which 
particularly relates to the architect. For the purposes of this specific report 
however it is considered common cause that the structure is of significance, 
and given it is to be retained in any event with no additions or alterations 
proposed at this time it is felt that further research in this regard can be 
conducted as and when required.

Nevertheless: the historic background report as well as information available 
does provide indication that the Main dwelling is certainly of historic 
significance pertaining the C1920’s period of the Wynberg/Kenilworth areas 
development. 
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Above: 
The site identified in relation with previous proposed Urban Conservation areas as 
per the 1994 Todeschini/Japha Survey; 

Newlands, Claremont, Kenilworth and Wynberg Conservation Study. Todeschini 
and Japha. Prepared for the Town Planning Branch of the City Planners 
Department of the Cape Town Council. 1994.
It is significant to note that none of the then UCA’s identified were formally 
declared in the period between 1994 and 2002 and that neither has the mooted 
heritage area, (comprising a proposed Wynberg HIA, Kenilworth HIA and 
incorporating the then proposed Kenilworth Road Conservation Area, Waterloo 
Green Conservation Area and Coghill Road Conservation Area-all shown within 
the approximate boundary in dotted red), since the period 2002 to present.
It is put forward that simply in terms of good management alone as per the 
provisions of the NHR Act, let alone a consistency of intact and representative 
fabric, it is not possible for this to ever happen.

8. CONTEXT.

The property is located in a block which lies between Tenant and Oxford Roads, 
some 120m north west of the junction between Tenant and Aliwal Roads and is 
situated directly across from Wynberg Boys Junior School.

It is located within an area which was proposed a Conservation area by City of 
Cape Town Consultants in 2002. This proposed area, loosely incorporating much 
of the wider Wynberg/Kenilworth area has not , some 14 years later, been 
formally recognized or has been carried through by the City, and indeed it is 
difficult to consider in terms of the provisions of the NHR Act how the wider area 
could be recognized as such.

It is accepted that there are a variously identified significant buildings located 
throughout the wider area with particular notable intact remnants of the High 
status houses of the late 19th C through to the 1930’s. In general however the 
context with which they were originally located has altered greatly: Resultant 
from increased rates and costs, properties have been continually sub-divided and 
developed. The older and larger estates are no longer economically viable to 
maintain as residential properties.
Streetscapes have changed considerably in order to accommodate modern 
transport and effects thereof and a high wall boundary interface is the 
overwhelming character of the area and heritage resources are literally relegated 
to being individual structures rather than the general environment.

In respect of the more immediate context: Tennant Road still retains a certain 
quality; mostly it is felt through the occasional presence of the more significant 
structures located along it as well as its treed nature-overwhelmingly however 
the character is a high walled one with little human scale interface evident.

It is very difficult to describe Oxford Street as having any Heritage Significance at 
all. It is predominately characterized by post second world war suburban 
development which includes the buildings related to the Wynberg Boys Junior 
School and an extremely high wall boundary interface on the Southern aspect of 
the street: the entrance to the subject property being one of the few exceptions 
that offers relief to this.

The photographs on the following pages refer: 19
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CONTEXT: TENNANT ROAD. 20
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CONTEXT: TENNANT ROAD. 21
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CONTEXT: TENNANT ROAD. 22



CONTEXT: TENNANT ROAD. Photo stitch showing southern edge with site.
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CONTEXT: OXFORD ROAD.
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CONTEXT: OXFORD ROAD. 25
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CONTEXT: OXFORD ROAD. 26



CONTEXT: OXFORD ROAD. Photo stitch showing northern edge and site.
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9. IDENTIFCATION AND ANALYSIS OF HERITAGE RESOURCES.

9.1. THE STRUCTURES LOCATED ON THE SUBJECT PROPERTY

1. The Main Homestead 
Considered to have been constructed in the 1920’s. As discussed, the historic 
background researched conducted was unable to access the plans noted from the 
City of Cape Town, (assumed misfiled), but noted plans indicating alterations and 
additions for the period: 1931, 1939, 1944&1945, (The period when the structure 
served as St Johns   Hostel and 1955. Plans subsequent to the 1990’s 
consolidation of the site are on record and include minor alterations to the 
building and include the insertion of a room in the roof and provision of a new 
dormer window .All architectural cues indicate the building as having been 
constructed in the 1920’s: recorded as a pre 1948 High Status House in the 
Todeschini/Japha 1994 Survey, (fig 197) it is noted as being a late 1920’s building 
and was afforded a then grading of the equivalent of IIIA.
This structure is earmarked for retention. As discussed, future plans for 
alterations are dependent on prior approval of this process and may include 
internal alterations and removal of latter additions to the rear of the building.

1

2

3
4

5

6

2. Ablution Block.
Located directly to the west of the Main Homestead the block consists of 2 semi 
detached flat roofed structures of no determinable age or significance.
Earmarked for demolition and supported.

3. Garage and Staff Quarters.
Hypothesized as originally constructed as a coach house/staff quarters a small 
pitched roof gable end with slate roof is visible from Tennant Road. This structure 
has been considerably altered and added to and of the original structure a tiny 
portion remains and is visible from Tennant Road. 
No remaining significance, 
Earmarked for demolition and supported.

4. Managers House.
Late C20th addition to property. 
No Heritage Significance.
Earmarked for demolition and supported.

5.  Guest Cottage 2.
Late C20th addition to property. 
No Heritage Significance. 
Earmarked for demolition and supported.

6. Guest Cottage 1.
Late C20th addition to property. Partial double storey structure.
No Heritage Significance. 
Earmarked for demolition and supported

Photographs of the structures are tabled on the following page. 28



SITE PLAN SHOWING ALL EXISTING STRUCTURES EARMARKED FOR DEMOLITION.
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STRUCTURE TO BE RETAINED
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Erf/Farm Number Date Built Type of Building

148055 C1925 Residential

Style Architectural Period Present NHRA protection

Typically 1920’s classical and arts and 

crafts hybrid

Mid 20’s High status residential General Protection in terms of Section 34 

only
Street Address Alterations Use

54 Tennant Road Kenilworth. See body of report: 1931,1939, 

1945, 1955 and C 1992 and 2009.

Building is however substantially 

intact.

Guest House

Date of Survey Zoning

General Residential R$
May 2105 to March 2016

Name of the Building General Evaluation Previous Survey and Grading 

if Applicable

Suggest Grading

Palm House. 

Previously known as Alwyn.

Building is substantially intact and

good representative of 1920’s high

status housing

Todeschini/Japha 1994. 

Recommended for 

register of buildings: 

equivalent of IIIA 

Grading.

IIIA however HWC 

policy for grading

suggests IIIB

Description History Social History Date of Photographs: March 2015

Substantially intact double storey 3 bay 

brick and mortar structure with partial 

semi circular protruding wings. Classical 

entrance portico and hipped slate roof 

with later dormer insertion.

See attached documentation: 

EmmyLou Rabe of Hearth Heritage.

Typical of Mid 1920’s high status housing 

typical of Wynberg Kenilworth Area.

Significance in terms of the NHR Act

Very 

Significant

Significant Some 

Significance

No 

Significance

Not 

Assessed

Historical X

Rarity X

Aesthetic X

Technological X

Cultural X

Social History X

Slave History X

9. 2 IDENTIFICATION OF HERITAGE RESOURCES: PALM HOUSE.
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9.2. IDENTIFICATION OF HERITAGE RESOURCES:  PALM HOUSE.

It is the intention of the developer to retain and restore the existing building on site 
known as Palm House. Future pans for the structure may also include internal 
alterations and the removal of a conservatory structure added to the northern corner 
of the building and the double roofed flat storey add on to the rear. Consideration of 
this however is premature at this point in time as future action in this regard is 
dependent on obtaining approval in regard to the redevelopment of the property 
as a whole.

• Given the structure is being retained it is not considered necessary to provide an in 
depth assessment of the structure as would often be required at this point in time, 
however it will be a recommendation and condition that any future work to this 
building be subject to a Section 34 application to HWC and such application provide a 
more detailed assessment of the building fabric and history if required and possible.

• The historic background assessment provided by Hearth Heritage places  the site 
within it historic developmental context and in this regard it is submitted that the 
structure is representative of the high end estate development typical of the area 
from the late C19th through to the C1930’s.

• Architecturally the structure is considered a very good to excellent and intact 
example of its type, and in this instance a very classical geometry and features such 
as the entrance portico is mixed with an arts and crafts, (brick plinths and semi 
circular protruding wings, dormer for eg) as well as Cape Dutch revival elements, 
(central gable to rear of the building as well as the interesting revival arch to the stair 
well entrance), suggest that the structure could well have been designed by a 
significant architect of the period and as is rumored could well be attributed to a 
protégé of Herber Baker.

• In terms of overall significance the building was originally graded as the equivalent 
of IIIA by Todeschini/Japha and is noted as such on the CoCT data base. In terms of 
the structures local significance it is certainly worthy of a higher grading, albeit in this 
instance the recently approved HWC Policy for grading would lean to the structure 
being Graded as IIIB as while it is certainly significant in terms of immediate 
Townscape or Wynberg/Kenilworth Context it is less so in comparison with other 
notable examples in the wider Cape Metropole or area.
Be that as it may: the building is to be retained and will be regarded as the primary 
heritage resource indicator pertaining to any proposed development. 31
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9.2. IDENTIFICATION OF HERITAGE RESOURCES:  THE SITE.

The site in itself is not considered of being a highly significant or representative 
landscape in that it has lost much of the layers which are evident in both 1926 and 
1945 areal photographs. The boundary wall elements are all relatively modern, the 
entrance to Palm House off Oxford Road has shifted off axis and a great deal of 
original vegetation and planting patterns have been lost for provision of lawn space 
and parking, the pre-consolidated erf 66268 on which Palm house is located 
particularly so in this regard. Likewise the pre consolidated erven 66267 and 66266 is 
now entirely given over to lawn space and all original planting patterns removed.

Of significance however are the remnant tree patterns, which include the Palm Trees, 
established between the period 1926 -1945 and remnant of the original avenue 
leading up to Palm House and those pertaining to the sites boundaries.

The Palm trees provide for a landmark, (and latter day associational), significance with 
the remainder trees providing a degree of contextual significance to the site.

The trees are regarded as having the arboreal equivalent of a grade III C significance 
and are considered as being a secondary heritage resource indicator.
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9.3. IDENTIFICATION OF HERITAGE RESOURCES:  CONTEXT AND SURROUNDS.

As discussed in Part 8 of this document, the property falls within an  area which was mooted 
as a proposed conservation area by City Consultants in 2002.
As seen from that Section, there is little in the way to suggest that there is sufficient intact 
historic streetscape, interface or indeed individual structures contained within the broader 
area for this to be a realistic consideration. 
The initial proposed Conservations areas mooted by Todeschini/Japha in 1994, (the site falls 
outside these), and the wider area have not been realized some 22 years and 14 years later 
respectively, and given the ongoing subdivisions and newer development in the area, as well 
as in some instances marked and apparent alterations to already identified buildings, there is 
little reason to believe that there ever could be a formal recognition.

As has been demonstrated, Oxford Road  is devoid of any marked heritage significance, other 
than brief glimpses toward Palm House itself, and other than that aspect is not considered as 
a heritage resource indicator.

Tennant Street on the other hand, whilst largely compromised and in itself not a heritage 
resource indicator does have remnants of significant individual structures rather than sites. 
Case in point is the structure located immediately to the North of the property: dated pre 
1935, (Todeschini/Japha) and identified as Grade IIIB( only?) this structure appears to be 
even more the work of a protégé of Bakers than Palm House is rumored to be. It has a 
landmark turret, (admittedly mostly hidden by a tree), and shows a clear example of very 
good Cape Revivalist architecture with gable end and arts and crafts influence. This structure 
is considered as a tertiary heritage resource indicator.

The other previously identified Grade IIIB structures in the street are questioned: evident 
alterations and additions as viewd from the street appear to have compromised heritage 
value.

Photographs: 
Right Above, Previously identified as pre 1948 of architectural interest. Grading questioned. 
Original relationship t street has been lost.
Right Centre: Previously identified as pre 1926 of historic architectural interest, there 
appears to have been substantial alterations. Relationship to street completely lost.
Right Bottom: the potential IIIA, currently identified a IIIB. Arts and Crafts Cape Dutch Revival 
building. Gable partially visible behind turret.
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COMPOSITE HERITAGE RESOURCES AS PER PENNY PISTORIUS GRADING MAP WITH ORIGINAL TODESCHINI/JAPHA SURVEY SHOWN AS INSERT. 
Red=Grade IIIA. Yellow=Grade IIIB.
Two gradings noted as IIIB are question, both appear very altered. The trees located on the subject property as suggested as having Grade IIIC contributory significance..

THIS GRADING IS QUESTIONED. Clear 
additions and alterations: potentially 
ungradeable)

THIS GRADING IS QUESTIONED. 
Clear additions and alterations: 
potentially ungradeable)THIS GRADING IS QUESTIONED, 

(potential IIIA).
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10 . HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

10.1 PRIMARY HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATOR: PALM HOUSE.
Palm House, Graded IIIA, or possibly IIIB dependent on interpretation of HWC 
policy in respect of grading, is considered the primary heritage resource 
indicator pertaining to any new development.

Indicator: Scale, height and massing of Palm House:

Required Response:
Any proposed new development must respect the overall scale height and 
massing and architectural detailing of Palm House and not overwhelm it.
The architectural detailing of any new development should reflect the 
punctured masonry and scale of Palm house and ideally be restrained in 
order not to compete.
The height of the eaves and roof line should be respected and any increase in 
height over and above that MUST be set back.

Indicator: The Oxford Street façade of Palm House.

Required Response:
The central entrance and axis with the front portico of Palm House which is 
visible on both the 1926 and 1954 aerial photographs should ideally be 
reinstated or strengthened.
A strict no development zone should be established between the facade of 
Palm House and Oxford Street and under no circumstances should any new 
development encroach beyond the southern edge of the existing guest house 
building, (indicated on the diagram opposite). Ideally any development 
should be restricted to within the edge as indicated by the red arrows.

Indicator : The Tennant Road façade of Palm House.

Required Response:
As per above: respect the scale and height of Palm House. New development 
must be set back from the northern edge of Palm house to approximately the 
distance the building is from its southern common boundary. Approximately 5 
meters.
The height and scale of the development must respect eaves and roof height 
of Palm House and reflect its general massing with any development exceeding 
the height of the building to be set back from both building and the Tennant 
road Edge.

INDICATOR AND RESPONSE DIAGRAM.
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10 . HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

10.2 SECONDARY HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATOR: SITE AND TREES.
Whilst it has been recognized that the original or authentic layer of the Palm 
House site has been compromised and is of little value in terms of any 
heritage significance, the trees on the site, on are of value and have been 
noted as having historic and contributory significance and are Grade as IIIC.
The Palm trees, established from approximately the 1930’s also enjoy a 
degree of Landmark significance.

INDICATOR AND RESPONSE DIAGRAM.

Indicator: The existing Trees on the property.

Required Response:
The trees located on the property must be retained as far as possible, 
particularly in the zone identified as a no development zone and along the 
common and street boundaries of the site. 
The Indicator and response diagram tabled opposite shows trees to be retained 
at all costs and  trees that should be relocated elsewhere on site if necessary.
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10 . HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

10.3 TERTIARY HERITAGE REOURCE INDICATOR: THE ADJACENT GRADED 
STRUCTURE IN TENNANT ROAD.

The adjacent structure has been noted elsewhere in this report as having 
been identified as a Grade IIIB structure although it is the opinion of the 
assessor that this could be higher: It appears to be a very good and intact 
example of Cape Dutch Revival architecture and is arguably, at superficial 
viewing more of a potential work of a protégé of Baker than Palm House 
itself is rumored to be.
The turret located  at the buildings south easterly edge and fronting onto 
Tennant Road has landmark significance.

INDICATOR AND RESPONSE DIAGRAM.

Indicator: The adjacent Graded building located in Tennant Street.

Required Response:
Along with the requirement to respond positively to the scale height and 
massing of Palm House along this edge, recognition of the landmark turret 
is equally important.
Any new structure along this edge must respond to the height of the turret, 
not exceeding its height along the Tennant road edge, (any portion of the 
building higher than this must be raked back) and furthermore any new 
building should be set back from the Tennant Road edge sufficiently enough 
in order not to obstruct and views of the turret when travelling north up 
Tennant Road.
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11. ARCHITECTS/DEVELOPMENT RESPONSE.

Three Development options have been submitted by the developer and 
architectural team.
These three options, all of which are contained in the annexure to this report, 
are assessed against the indicators and recommendations as tabled in the 
previous chapter.

11.1. OPTION 1. DEVELOPERS PREFERRED OPTION:

Above: Option 1. Indicative development footprint.

Option 1: Oxford Road Elevation.

Option 1: Tennant Road Elevation.

Option 1: South West Elevation. 
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Option 1: Section through site:

Option 1,  various plans et al tabled above, is the developers preferred option 
and was originally submitted to the City of Cape Town for Assessment.

It is opined that this option pays little in the way of recognition to any of the 
indicators and recommendations provided in this report. 

This option, whilst it does retain the structure known as Palm House, is rejected 
by the author as having too high a impact on the identified heritage resources 
to be considered acceptable from a heritage point of view.

It is however noted that whilst there are many aspects of the development that 
do not comply with the indicators as provided and that the impact of the 
development will be high, particularly on Palm House, it is arguable as to 
whether the significance of the structure itself will be diminished as a result of 
this development, especially if assessing the building in line with approved 
HWC policy for grading which could indicate the structure as IIIB.

Option 1.

Positives:
The existing structure is retained.
Set back from Palm house on Tennant Road edge is greater than recommended 
and considered positive.
Neutral and restrained architectural detailing of Tennant road façade does not 
compete and is positive.
Height of building and set back will retain views of adjacent tower of graded 
building.

Negatives:
Loss of frontage of Palm House Oxford Road.
Complete loss of trees on property.
Height of building uniformly above that of Palm House.
Scale, massing and detailing of proposed new building overly competes with 
and is dominant to Palm House.
Generally does not comply with heritage resource indicators

OVERALL IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES: HIGH.
.
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11.2. OPTION 2. DEVELOPERS REVISED OPTION:

Option 2. Indicative Site Development plan and built footprint.

Option 2. Tennant Road Elevation

Option 2. Oxford Road Elevation

Option 2. Section through site:

The Second Option tabled is considered as an improvement on the first in that it 
pays greater recognition to the site and Palm House itself in terms of the 
proposed built footprint, however the scale and nature of the proposed 
development is again considered as having far too great an impact on the 
Identified heritage resource for this option to be supported.

Option 2.

Positives:
The existing structure is retained.
Complies with secondary heritage resource indicators insofar as site 
development indicators are concerned: trees retained and replanted on site.
Central axis to Palm house re established and highlighted.

Negatives:
Height of building uniformly above that of Palm House and adjacent graded 
building on Tennant Street.
Scale, massing and detailing of proposed new building overly competes with and 
is dominant to Palm House.

OVERALL IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES: MEDIUM HIGH. 
However it is conceded that the proposed development would not result in 
downgrading of palm house as a heritage resource.
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11.1. OPTION 3. ASSESSORS RECOMMENDED OPTION.

Option 3 as tabled hereafter is resultant of the applicant taking note of the 
comment provided by the assessor in respect of Options 1 and 2. and responding 
accordingly insofar as economic viability permits.
For the most part and other than the site development plan tabled above: the 
diagrams as tabled in this part are reflected in sketch form,  and are resultant of 
an ongoing discussion with the architects. More formal bulk diagrams are 
contained within the appendix of this document.

The sketches provided, all accurate and measured off the CAD grid set up in 
respect of Options 1 and 2 are used to reflect the architectural response to the 
applicants requirements and the heritage resource indicators.

Option 3. Tennant Road Elevation

Option 3. Oxford Road Elevation

Option 3. Section through site.

Option 3. Site Development Plan.
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Option 3: Tennant Road Elevation: (to be read in conjunction with the Section 
through the site).

Noted as being generally in compliance with the heritage resource indicators as 
provided.
The foremost portion of the proposed structure, (shaded ), is set back 4.5m from 
the Tennant Road Boundary in line with the rear façade of Palm House. It is 
designed, scaled and massed to read as 2 separate  punctured opening buildings 
with height being kept below the eaves line of Palm House. The next floor, also 
reflecting a punctured opening mass is set back further and is kept below the ridge 
lone of Pam House with additional stories set back even further.
The 11.8m set back penthouse floor of the structure tops out at just above the 
corner tower of the adjacent graded building, however the set backs imposed 
ensure that no views of the Tower are impeded when looking north up Tennant 
Road.

POSITIVES:

Generally comply with heritage resource indicators and massing, scaling and 
detailing of the structure ensure that any impact on either Tennant Road or the 
adjacent graded structures is kept to a minimum and as such will not impact 
negatively on identified heritage resources.

NEGATIVES:
Although the building is scaled in such a manner as to not dominate Palm House 
care needs be taken with the projecting balconies of the fourth floors and above: 
currently reading as very heavy horizontal elements that have potential to negate 
the careful massing of the lower levels, (see also sketch 3D imaging).

COMPLIANCE WITH HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATORS: YES.
IMPACT : MEDIUM.
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Option 3: Oxford Road Elevation: (to be read in conjunction with the Section 
through the site).

Noted as being in compliance with the heritage resource indicators as provided: 
southern set back is well behind that of existing guest house.

Notwithstanding that Oxford Road is not a heritage context, as with the Tennant 
Road aspect potential impact on the streetscape has been lessened by addressing 
the scale and massing of the building at the lower levels and setting back of the 
upper floors.
Furthermore the current scale of the boundary wall has been considerably lessened 
and made more pedestrian friendly. 

POSITIVES:
The opening up of Palm House to the street and the strengthening of the main axis 
of Palm House is seen as overwhelmingly positive and has provided the structure 
with a degree of landmark significance previously lost. As such the significance of 
the building is enhanced.

NEGATIVES:
Detailing of horizontal balcony elements require resolution.

COMPLIANCE WITH HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATORS: YES.
IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES :LOW- MEDIUM.
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Option 3: Site Development Plan:

Noted as being in compliance with the heritage resource indicators as provided:

General set backs and areas of development have been adhered to as has the 
freeing up of the forecourt area to Palm House and the alignment of the central axis 
of Palm House to Oxford Road.

POSITIVES:
The opening up of Palm House to the street and the strengthening of the main axis 
of Palm House is seen as overwhelmingly positive and has provided the structure 
with a degree of landmark significance previously lost. As such the significance of 
the building is enhanced.

NEGATIVES:
Stairwell protruding into Palm House “forecourt” space.
Loss of existing palm trees: mitigated by replanting along new axis.
Loss of green space to Palm House forecourt: requires landscape plan showing 
mitigation.

COMPLIANCE WITH HERITAGE RESOURCE INDICATORS: GENERALLY, YES.
IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES :LOW- MEDIUM.
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Option 3. Section through Site. To be read in 
conjunction with elevations.

Option 3. General Massing 3D axonometric. To 
be read in conjunction with elevations.46



Option 3. Street view. Tennant Road.

Option 3. Street View: looking South down Tennant Road.Option 3. Street view. Looking North up Tennant Road.

OPTION 3: ANTICIPATE VISUAL IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES.

The 3D sketches provide indication of the impact of the proposed development on 
the identified heritage resources in the Tennant Road Context.

The two diagrams on the left show the view looking northward up Tennant road 
and indicate the proposed structure in respect of Palm House and the turret of the 
adjacent building.
Scale, massing and set backs are considered as respecting both, with the landmark 
turret of the adjacent graded building still a prominent feature of the streetscape.

The sketch above shows the anticipated view and impact when looking south down 
Tennant Road: as discussed earlier, the heavy horizontal expression of the 
protruding balcony element is questioned, as indeed is the accuracy of these 
elements when compared with the elevations provided. Set backs on upper floors  
are not shown for example.
Notwithstanding, the sketch does provide good indication of the massing respecting 
Palm House. 47



OPTION 3: SUMMARY.

Option 3 is noted as being in general compliance with the heritage resource 
indicators and is the option that provides greatest respect to both the existing 
building and site as well as other identified heritage resources of in the 
immediate environs. 

It furthermore provided greater recognition to certain qualities of the site and 
in particular, by retaining existing tress or relocating them on site has 
significantly improved the visual axis and recognition of Palm House from 
Oxford Street which it currently does not enjoy, and in that respect has 
arguably increased the significance of the structure itself by providing it with a 
greater landmark status.

Some concerns are however noted and would need be addressed prior to final 
drawings being prepared:

OPTION 3: PERSPECTIVE MODEL.

• Whilst the introduction of a new partially terraced forecourt area and 
strengthening of the main axis toward Palm House is welcomed, a landscaped 
site development plan should be prepared by a qualified landscaped architect 
which addresses the loss of green frontage to the area.

• Although the stairwell proposed in the forecourt area does comply with the 
indicator which informs no new structure to protrude beyond the line 
established by the existing guest house, it does detract from the strong axis 
established. Relocation of this portion of the structure should be investigated.

• Final detailing to the Tennant Road edge requires resolution: elevations and 
sketches provided are currently incongruent. Whilst the intent of the set backs 
are noted and supported, the heavy horizontal balcony element detracts from 
this intent.

In general however, the Impact of this Option on identified heritage resources as 
noted as being Low to Medium and is the option which is supported.
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OPTION 3: STREETSCAPE STUDY. 49



12. CITY OF CAPE TOWN AND REGISTERED INTERESTED AND AFFECTED 
PARTIES.

Copy of the Draft Heritage Impact Assessment has been forwarded to the 
City of Cape Town’s Heritage Resources Section and the Kenilworth 
Wynberg Ratepayers Association for Comment.
Comment Received will be included within the report and responded to if 
required when made available.

13. CONCLUSION.

This Heritage Impact Assessment has been conducted in order to comply 
with the provisions of Section 38(3) of the National Heritage Resources Act 
in respect of the the proposed construction of a block of flats on 
consolidated erf number 148055, being 54 Tennant road, Wynberg, Cape 
Town.

The Assessment initially firstly tabled a historic background report  
prepared at request of the author by Emmylou Rabe of Hearth Heritage 
which investigated the background development history of the wider area..
It also noted that in spite of a comprehensive search in various repositories 
by Hearth Heritage it was not possible to obtain relevant plans for the 
building known as Palm House, other than certain plans pertaining to 
C2009. 
Nevertheless: the historic background report as well as information 
available did provide indication that the Main dwelling is certainly of 
historic significance pertaining the C1920’s period of the 
Wynberg/Kenilworth areas development. 

Thereafter the wider context within which the property is located was 
examined and assessed. This was considered particularly important in light 
of the wider area having been identified as having potential or being 
proposed in 2002 as a Conservation area.
Noting that whilst there is evidence of notable structures and sites that are 
dotted within the wider environs which are certainly worthy of protection, 
it was difficult to consider there being sufficient individual heritage 
resources, consistency of a representative or intact streetscape and historic 
fabric as well as ongoing development for the wider and specific context to 
be considered as having sufficient merit for formal protection.

The report then tabled and identified the heritage resources which are 
specific to the site itself and noted that in reality it is only the Main 
Structure, (noted as Grade IIIA in the City of Cape Towns Audit, but as 
per the HWC  approved Grading: Purpose and management 
Implications policy document dated March 2016 potentially only a IIIB 
structure), and attendant trees that are really of merit: the overall 
landscaping of the site has altered considerably and, trees apart are 
not considered as being an authentic layer. 

Based on the identification and assessment of the heritage resources 
on the site and wider area the report then provided various heritage 
resource indicators and recommendations to which the proposed 
development should respond.

Three development options as supplied by the developer will be 
tabled and assessed:

The first, the developers preferred option and which was originally 
submitted to the City of Cape Town for Assessment was noted as 
having little recognition of any of the indicators and recommendations 
provided for in the report. This option, whilst it does retain the 
structure known as Palm House, was rejected by the author as having 
too great a negative impact on the identified heritage resources to be 
considered acceptable from a heritage point of view.

The Second Option tabled was considered as an improvement on the 
first in that it pays greater recognition to the site and Palm House itself 
in terms of the proposed built footprint, however the scale and nature 
of the proposed development was again considered as having medium 
high impact, however it was conceded that the proposed 
development would not result in downgrading of Palm House as a 
heritage resource.
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Option 3 as tabled was noted as being in general compliance with the heritage 
resource indicators and is the one that provides greatest respect to both the 
existing building and site as well as other structures of significance in the immediate 
environs. 
It furthermore provided greater recognition to certain qualities of the site and in 
particular, by retaining existing tress or relocating them on site has significantly 
improved the visual axis and recognition of Palm House from Oxford Street which it 
currently does not enjoy, and in that respect has arguably increased the significance 
of the structure itself by providing it with a greater landmark status.
The Impact of this Option on identified heritage resources was noted as being Low 
to Medium and is the option which is supported.

As per the requirements of Section 38(3)(e) of the NHR Act, a draft of this 
document was forwarded to the Heritage Body’s that have registered an  interest in 
the Wynberg Area area.
Copy of the draft report was sent to the South Peninsula Municipalities Heritage 
Resources Section of the Environmental Management Branch.

Copy of the Draft HIA was forwarded to these bodies on 25th April 2016 and follow 
up emails, also containing the report , was sent to the bodies on 22nd May 2016.
Although no response has been received at time of submission any comment 
received will be forwarded to HWC and tabled at the relevant IACom meeting.
Both Parties have been informed of the intention to have the HIA tabled at the 
IACom meeting of 8th June 2016.

14. RECOMMENDATIONS.

It is accordingly recommended that Heritage Western Cape; 

Endorses this report as having met the requirements of Section 38(3) of the NHR 
Act.

Supports Option 3 as being the more appropriate development option and in terms 
of Section 38(4)(a) give consent for the development to proceed with conditions as 
follows.

Final Drawings are to be substantially in accordance with those as tabled in this 
report, take into account the recommendations as supplied by the Impact Assessor 
and are to be submitted to Heritage Western Cape for endorsement prior to final 
approval by the City of Cape Town.
These final drawings must include a Landscaped Site Development Plan as prepared 
by a recognized landscape architect.

Any future alterations and additions to the structure known as Palm House MUST 
be submitted to Heritage Western Cape for approval in terms of the provisions of 
Section 34 of the NHR Act. 
Such application must be accompanied by a heritage statement conducted by a 
recognized Heritage Practioner which assessed further the history of the structure 
itself, (if possible), and includes a detailed fabric analysis. Any alterations or 
additions to this building must be prepared or overseen by a recognized heritage 
architect.

Chris Snelling.
First Draft Report.
April 22nd 2016
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DEVELOPMENT OPTION 1.
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DEVELOPMENT OPTION 2.
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INDICATIVE FIRST FLOOR PLAN. 57
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DEVELOPMENT OPTION 3.
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